NEW QUESTION FOR DEBATE

MINNESOTA MAKES A SUGGESTION.

Diagnosis in Quintangular League—Likely to be Settled Soon by Recent Action

"The University of Minnesota through Professor E. E. McDermott yesterday submitted to Professor Gordon a new question for next year's debate of the Quintangular League. In all previous years it will be adopted by the five universities thus determining the differences that arose at the time of the meeting.

The new question yesterday reached reads as follows: "Resolved, that the federal government should exercise exclusive control over all transportation corporations doing an interstate business. Nationalization granted." Professor Gordon sent copies to the other schools yesterday.

The cause of disagreement between the five Universities represented in the original question which had the word "transportation" omitted was the desire to have it voted and give the Minnesota a clever insert which remedied the objections and it is believed here that the question will receive favor from at least three of the schools which is sufficient to adopt the subject for debate next year.

According to the rules of the League each University had submitted a question to the secretary of the organization by April 1. This was not done by any of the schools except Minnesota later date. At the time of the meeting when the League were presented the question suggested were discussed. After three hours debate the matter was left undecided and the Minnesota's timely move, it was expected that much discussion would be experienced in getting a question satisfactory to all. The debate will be held on December 13, 1907.

Death of Professor Schrag.

Prof. Felix Schrag, the painter of the portraits of Professors Mac, Bridle, Canvett and Lestock, will be formally presented com. remembrance day, was taken to his birthplace at 900 Clinton street, death occurring after three days illness.
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TERMS MEN TO CHICAGO

Olive and Sieg left Sunday Night to Compete in Western Intercollegiate Tournament.

Captain Oliver and Sieg left Sunday night for Chicago to represent Iowa in the annual Western Intercollegiate Tennis tournament which will be held on the University of Chicago courts the first three days of this week. Oliver will enter the singles and he with Sieg will compose the Iowa team in doubles.

Though defeated at Mt. Vernon last week by the Coe team in the state tournament the Iowa men gained three chances from Cornell which is a close match and throughout played as good a game as they did the previous Saturday when they defeated Coe. However, the Coe men were in better form and won the state honors, easily winning from the Luther team later. The weather conditions were against the Cornellers. Oliver was noticeably handicapped by the fact that his racket broke in the middle of the match.

Both Oliver and Sieg were in good form at Cornell and with better weather conditions at Chicago should play good tennis.

NEW FRATERNITY SCHEDULE.

Games Rearranged for This Week Schedule to Be Completed Sat. Day.

At the final meeting of the Pan Helix Board of Delegates yesterday at the Sigma Nu house a complete schedule of baseball games was adopted for this week, so that the league may end Saturday. Sigma Nu plays Kappa Sigma, Sigma Nu plays Delta Tau Delta tomorrow, Phi Delta Theta meets Kappa Phi Pi Friday, and on Saturday the two postponed games will be played, Kappa Sigma vs. Sigma Alpha Epulum and Sigma Nu vs. Sigma Chi.

The board decided to give up the proposed Pan Helix field meet, owing to the delay in the base ball schedule, and the idea of Pan Helix relay races was also abandoned. The election of officers wavered to next fall, inasmuch as only two of the present board will serve on the committee next year.

The Masonic Club held its first smoker last Saturday evening in the lodge rooms of No. 4 and entertained the members of the local lodge. A very enjoyable evening was spent. The new club is bound to make its influence felt in and around the University as it has started out right. Every man who has been in it has enjoyed himself quite thoroughly. A program of speeches had been prepared and was given very well.

SIG ALPHS DEFEAT BETAS

S. A. E's MAKE FOUR OUT OF SIX WITH ONE MORE TO PLAY.

Betas Unable to E. Burkebier at Opportunity Times—Both Pitcher's Work Well. Score 7 to 1.

Betas lost their last chance to win the series. They have not played the last scheduled same in the Pan-Hellenic league to the S. A. E's. Only five games were played but the game was a good and interesting one. The Betas were unable to stop Burkebier when hits were needed. The bases were full with one man out in the third, and one score had been registered. Robinson was on the third and Collins and Miller on second and first respectively. Baker hit Burkebier and Robinson was thrown out at home, and catcher Collins threw Collins out at third. Collett just far to outward the home plate. Another chance presented itself in the fourth, when one out and two men on bases, Mitchell and Critchfield struck out. pitcher McManus was not as steady as Burkebier although he had the S. A. E's guessing most of the time. Times and McManus was a little wild giving five passes. McManus struck out five and Burkebier caused six strike in vain at his curves.


PLAY GRINNELL TODAY.

Base Ball Team Leaves at 2:15 to Meet the Congregationalists in Second Game.

With Kent or Pyorffy in the box Iowa Grinnell this afternoon on the home grounds of Congregationalists in the second game. The squad of 11 men leaves at 2:15 uncharged the charge of Manager Cal- lion for Grinnell.

Iowa has a clear record so far for the state championship and a victory over Grinnell today coupled with a defeat of Ames Thursday will give the Hawk eyes a clear title. In first division. The first game with Grinnell for the home diamond Iowa won easily 4 to 3. Kent striking out sixteen men.

RILEY AND RENSHAW TO GO.

Will Represent Iowa in the Conference Meet at Chicago Next Saturday.

Captain Riley and Renshaw will be the Iowa representatives at Chicago next Saturday in the annual conference meet field of the western colleges to be held on Marshall Field. Examinations keep Miller from going which is unfortunate in as much as the Iowa team would make a good showing against the class of dash men who will be present this year. Miller's withdrawal means that no relay team will be sent.

Both the men who will compete for Iowa in Chicago survived the last game in good condition. Coach Catlin put Riley and Renshaw through their workout yesterday and predicted that they would win some points at Chicago.

Captain Riley faces a stiff proposition with a last field in the Loy of Chicago who won the two miles in the Conference two years ago and generally picked as the best man but Blackwood of Wisconsin, White of Purdue, each of Irion and Becho all have good records. Blackwood ran the distance in 4:12 2:3 in the Chicago-Wisconsin meet Saturday, Riley had a good chance of pushing the stars hard in this event. Perhaps the best man in the half mile running the distance is over two minutes. McManus. His record was 2:30 Saturday.

Cooran and VanDuzer of Wisconsin will be the hardest men to Renshaw to beat in the broad jump according to dope. However the estimate is fair. Collins, at 5'1 1/2 is the best jump of the two men was only 20 feet 9 inches last Saturday and as Renshaw did better than that at the state meet he should place at the Conference.

Mr. P. E. Ritz, L. A. '07 has been elected to a position in the high school of Carabogy, Mo. for next year.

Miss Mildred Price is the friend of Latin and English in the Graceland College at Laconia next year.

Mr. Harlow S. Wilson of Chicago is spending the week in the city.

Miss Cappy entertained at dinner evening in honor of Miss Foll- ser.

Miss Mary Letts will entertain the Kappas this evening.

FINE PROSPECTS FOR SUMMER TERM

GOOD ATTENDANCE SEEMS AS- SURED.

Many Excellent Features Arranged For Summer Sessions. New Courses to be Offered.

The regular year's work will scarcely close before the summer session begins. This has come to be what we may term the regular year of the University, and it is in the opening session of the University Year. On Saturday, June 15th, immediately after Commencement, registration for the summer session will begin. Classes will convene on Monday, June 17th. Judging from the amount of correspondence it is confidently expected that there will be a large attendance. At usual there will be a large number of prominent superintendents, high school principals and high school teachers. The summer session comes at a time when, teachers in the public schools can get away from their work and go to the University, and the inspired students and qualify for the succeeding year's work. Through summer sessions and projected registration work, quite a large number are carrying work on both teachers for both bachelor's degrees and for higher degrees. Some of the best superintendents and principals in the state are doing crowning work. Through summer sessions and projected registration work, quite a large number are carrying work on both bachelor's degrees and higher degrees. Some of the best superintendents and principals in the state are doing crowning work. Through summer sessions and projected registration work, quite a large number are carrying work on both bachelor's degrees and for higher degrees. Some of the best superintendents and principals in the state are doing crowning work.

Several branches of the art of teaching have been enabled to finish their course in three or three and one half years. The good student who works judiciously does not need to fear from overwork by staying during the summer. During every session, except one, the summers have been delightful. The work in the University during the summer is very informal, and close contact may be had with instructors. This makes it in many ways the ideal term of the year.

Propositions have been made for carrying on all departments of study, both in regular and graduate and graduate courses. The work is designed to be of as high an order during the summer session as during any part of the year. One special feature of the summer session will be the attendance paid to state certificate subjects. Several branches have been added with this idea in mind. Under the new law graduates of the Thea- ter who have completed five hours of education for a year, and three hours of pharmacy for the
University

..Pins..

We are showing all of the new designs in the Iowa pins this year. Never has there been so many new and pretty pins on the University on the market this season, and at prices which are sure to please.

KEITH & McCHESNEY
The Reliable Jewelers
104 S. Clinton St.

Why not Order Your Next Suit at
Husa's

119 S. Dubuque ST.

SAFEBINS' EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE

Graduate Schools of Harvard University

The following provisions apply to the Harvard University as an extension of the bachelor's degree:

Law School

A three year course leads to the degree of A. B. Candidates for other degrees must have completed at least four years of college courses before the degree of B. A. and must have taken the examination before the degree is conferred.

Graduate School for the Advancement of Science

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences offers graduate degrees in the arts and sciences.

Divinity School

This is a non-ordination course in the study of the Bible and the history of the church. It is a continuation of the course offered in the Divinity School of the University of Iowa.

Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences offers graduate degrees in the arts and sciences.

Graduate School of Applied Science

In the Graduate School of Applied Science there are the degrees of Master of Science in Engineering and Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering.

Clothes for College Men

We combine quality, price, style and fit. Think of that combination before you buy

Spring Suits, Rain Coats, Walking Frocks, Dress Suits, Tuxedos, Neckwear and everything in gent's furnishings.

SUPPES' Clothing Store
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The New Anti-septic

Barber Shopan Bath Room

18 S. Clinton Street

T. E. TILLER, Mgr.

OXFORDS

All recent styles in Plain and Pattemed Leathers—laces and buttons; also the latest Jos. and Saltire Ties, at all prices. Come in and see them.

L. J. Benda's

119 So. Dubuque St.

SABEINS' EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE

Large list of City Residents, Vacant Lots and Farm Property; also Stock Exchange data for Sale, Rent or Exchange.

The Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass.

Among the many advantages of the Harvard Medical School are the following: Among the many advantages of the Harvard Medical School are the following:

Medical School

A four year course leads to the M. D. degree. The regular schedule for the courses is four years. The student is required to take the examination before the degree is conferred.

Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences offers graduate degrees in the arts and sciences.

Divinity School

This is a non-ordination course in the study of the Bible and the history of the church. It is a continuation of the course offered in the Divinity School of the University of Iowa.

Graduate School of Applied Science

In the Graduate School of Applied Science there are the degrees of Master of Science in Engineering and Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering.
I've been up in the store room for a couple of days helping to unpack hats and many of them were straw. They say "straw shows which way the wind blows." If that's a true saying, the breeze will be blowing my boss away, for I never saw such straw swirl like this. They make a feel like a think time back when the lads were shooting the guns, but there's no danger of our hats shaking any one.

They're going to wear the straight brim rattling hats again this season, still there's a lot of rough brim. Panama and Porto Rican go to be worn. We sell an awful good Panama for $1.25 as they are as good as last year's sets. But for some kids it's a little early for the straw, so he boss told me to make a spin about the new derbies. I heard a fellow say that our derbies were certainly on top, wonder what he instinct. Of course they're on top where else could they be? The first hat that came out in a derby hat was lined with cotton. I heard a fellow say that our derbies were certainly on top, wonder what he instinct. Of course they're on top where else could they be? The first hat that came out in a derby hat was lined with cotton. I heard a fellow say that our derbies were certainly on top, wonder what he instinct. Of course they're on top where else could they be? The first hat that came out in a derby hat was lined with cotton. I heard a fellow say that our derbies were certainly on top, wonder what he instinct. Of course they're on top where else could they be? The first hat that came out in a derby hat was lined with cotton. I heard a fellow say that our derbies were certainly on top, wonder what he instinct. Of course they're on top where else could they be?

Please note that the image contains a variety of text, including advertisements, notices, and partial sentences. The text is not fully coherent and appears to be a mix of different topics and styles. Therefore, it is difficult to extract a clear, natural representation of the document as a whole.
**UNIVERSITY CALENDAR**

This space is reserved for announcements of special University events. Notices should be handed in as soon as possible so they may be fully given sufficient publicity.

**COMING EVENTS**

May 27, Monday—Recital by the Student Choral Society.

May 29, Wednesday—Memorial Day Program by Public Speaking students, 4:30 p.m., assembly room.

May 30, Thursday—Memorial Day, all exercises suspended.

May 31, Friday, and June 1, Saturday—Greek play "Iphigenia."

June 2, Saturday—Reading of theses, College of Applied Science. Hall of Engineering, 9:00 a.m.

June 2, Saturday—Band concert on the campus, 7:00 p.m.

June 6, Sunday—Baccalaureate sermon in the Armory, by Bishop McDowell, 4:30 p.m.

June 10, Monday—Reading of theses, College of Applied Science, Engineering Hall, 9:30 a.m.

June 10, Monday—Class day exercises on the campus, 1:00 p.m.

June 10, Monday—Review of the battalion by the Governor, 1:00 p.m.

June 10, Monday—Senior Class Day, "The School for Scandal," Opera House, 8:00 p.m.

June 11, Tuesday—Alumni class breaking, 6:00 to 10:00 a.m.

June 11, Tuesday—Business meeting of all alumni, L. A. Hall, 2:00 p.m.

June 11, Tuesday—Band concert in the Armory, 2:00 p.m.

June 16, Tuesday—Sixtieth Anniversary exercises, Armory, 3:30 p.m.

June 16, Tuesday—The Coral Fortieth Celebration, Armory, 8:30 p.m.

Selected Events:

**GAMES**

**VOL. 6**

**LAST DATE TO ORDER TICKETS FOR 1923-24**

**For Young Men**

A blue serge, black tieket or black unfinished waist suit for commencement day will fully satisfy the tastes of the young man who is to receive his diploma on that occasion. Worn, for instance, with a plain white vest or even the vest to match the coat, it is in the very best taste. After commencement, it is appropriate day or evening, at home or abroad—in town or out of it—anywhere, in fact.

Our display of these garments is voluminous. Each suit is beautifully made on modified or extreme college styles—tapered rather low and low-collar fitting high-shoulders broad—skirt long and flared at the sides—vented or ventilated, as you like. You will find the standard $48 values in our splendiferous line at $15. Others, all based in price on our seven-store buying power, range from $10 up to $25.

Graduation Shirts, plain or platted bosoms in white, 50c to $1.50.

Graduation Neckwear, effective black and white silks, 25c to 75c.

Graduation Hosery, black and fancy effects, 15c to 50c. Sole agents for Knox Hats, $5 and "Beacon Special" Hats, $3.

Suit Cases, an extra heavy "brain" mounted, sole leather case, the value will surprise you, at $5.